
Transient Surges & Whole Home Surge Suppression 

Residential surge suppression? Is it really necessary?  

When appliances are continuously hit by low voltage surges, the inside components start to degrade. This 

affects their lifespan and reliability. Larger surges are much worse. While they’re less common, powerful 

surges can start fires in appliances that have already begun deteriorating. 

In general, it is important to know that: 

• Residentially 30 percent of 

surges originate outside the 

house from nearby lightning 

strikes, which couple surges 

into nearby power wires. 

• Normal utility operations can 

cause electrical disturbances. 

• Perhaps the most common 

external surge source is when 

power is interrupted for any 

reason – a tree falling on 

wires, a car hitting a pole, wind 

damage, utility repairs, etc. 

Wires conducting electricity create a magnetic field. When power is interrupted, the magnetic 

field collapses, inducing large voltages in the wires. A 12-volt spark coil relies on this principle to 

generate many thousands of volts to fire spark plugs. 

• 70% of surges are generated within buildings and homes every time equipment cycles on and off. 

• Internal surge levels are related to the magnitude of current being interrupted and the length of 

wire from the service entrance to the load. 

The longer the wire and the higher the current, the bigger the surge generated when the power is 

interrupted. A classic example is a coffee pot located far from the service entrance. Every time the heater 

kicks on and off to maintain the coffee temperature, transients are generated. It should be obvious that 

a coffee pot cycling on and off several times an hour is a much more frequent event than a tree falling on 

the power wires, or a lightning storm. 

Multi-family dwellings are at a higher risk because of the 

increased number of homeowners and devices in use. The 

home’s power network is under greater strain, leaving it 

vulnerable to unexpected power surges. 

Electronic circuit boards are the most vulnerable 

components to surges. Nowadays homeowners have 

access to more sophisticated and connected tech than ever 

before, and there are many more electronics, and even in 

lighting with LEDs. if you take an LED apart there’s a little 

circuit board there. Washers, dryers, appliances also have 
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circuit boards today, so there’s a lot more today to be protected in the home from power surges—even 

the home’s lighting.  

When most people hear the term surge protection, they imagine 

simple plug-in strips. Commonly used as an extension to outlets, 

many power strips offer no surge suppression at all or offer only 

low-level surge suppression, leaving them subject to surge 

damage. While those are basically effective, they should really be 

considered as a second line of defense against dangerous surges. 

 

Real residential surge protection is achieved when a main surge suppressor is connected 

to the service entrance panel, that is what is usually called whole-house protection. 

Whole House Surge Protective Devices reduce higher-level surges that come through 

the service entrance that might otherwise overwhelm plug strips and damage 

connected household equipment. SPDs also provide surge suppression for important 

items that are not compatible with plug strips, such as a home's HVAC, washer, dryer, 

refrigerator, stove, oven, and lighting.  

A power surge may last for only a few millionths of a second, but at its worst, 

it carries tens of thousands of volts, enough to fry circuit boards, crash hard 

drives, and ruin DVD and home-entertainment systems. Lightning-induced 

surges are the most powerful and most feared: A 50,000-amp jolt crashing 

through a power line will burn standard 20-amp wiring like a lightbulb 

filament. But a lightning strike must be less than a mile from the house to 

cause harm, and in fact most surge-related damage is not caused by lightning. 

Far more common, albeit not as dramatic, are surges caused by downed power lines, sudden changes in 

electricity use by a nearby factory, or even power cycling of laser printers, electric dryers, air conditioners, 

refrigerators, and other high-energy devices in the home. The damage inflicted by these minor power 

fluctuations can be instantaneous — but may not show up for some time. "You might not even notice it," 

says Andy Ligor, a consultant with A.M.I. Systems Inc., a firm that installs both residential and commercial 

surge-suppression systems. "Then a year or so later your microwave stops working.” 

Recently, an electrical contractor was about halfway through the job of 

completely rewiring a 3,200-square-foot house in Acton, Massachusetts, when 

the owners decided to save some money and not install whole house surge 

suppression against surges from lightning or downed power lines. Sure enough, 

soon after the house was finished, Gallant got a phone call from the distressed 

owners: Lightning had struck a utility pole near their house, sending a tidal wave 

of voltage through the wires, past the main breaker panel, and into the house. "It 

burned out the motherboard in the Sub-Zero refrigerator, fried the temperature 

controls in the double-wall oven, killed six dimmers, two computers, and every 

GFCI plug in the house," Gallant says. "It was an $11,000 loss." 
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Thanks to our experience, we have found that for an 

excellent residential surge protection, it is recommended 

to: 

- Install a main surge protection device connected to the 

service entrance panel. 

- Use secondary SPDs or high-quality surge protection plug 

in strips to protect sensitive and expensive home devices 

and appliances with sensitive electronic components such 

as Refrigerators with electronic controls, Home theater 

sound systems, HDTV systems, computers, etc.  

 

 

Choose only High Quality, High Performance surge protection products and get real results. 

Contact ECS today and we will recommend the right surge protection for your home or building. 
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